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Microwave study of screened two-dimensional electron crystals on helium films
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We report investigations at microwave frequencies on surface-state electrons~SSE! which were supported
by helium films adsorbed on different polymer substrates at temperatures above 1 K. The real and imaginary
parts of the dielectric responsee(k,v) of the SSE were measured at fixedk andv inside a 10 GHz microwave
cavity. The solidification of the two-dimensional electron crystal was detected by a kink occurring simulta-
neously in both components ofe(k,v) as the electron density was slowly increased at constant temperature.
The influence of the dielectric substrate on such a freezing transition has been measured at different tempera-
tures and at various helium-film thicknesses. The results are found to be in good agreement with existing
theories. This work represents the first systematic study of a screened two-dimensional electron crystal on
helium. @S0163-1829~97!06537-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the past two decades, surface-state electrons~SSE’s!
on a liquid-helium surface have been the object of an inte
experimental and theoretical investigation because they f
a particularly clean realization of a two-dimensional electr
system~2DES!.1 The surface of liquid helium is an almos
ideal substrate for the SSE’s owing to its pure and pred
able experimental conditions. Furthermore, the electronic
eal densityn and the coupling of SSE’s to the surface can
easily changed over a relatively wide range of values. T
SSE’s on liquid helium have been a perfect testing ground
which to test the effect of the Coulomb interaction on t
transport and equilibrium properties of a 2DES. A lar
number of interesting phenomena have been found, the m
dramatic perhaps being the detection of a Coulomb cry
phase2 and, more recently, the possible observation of
melting of this solid due to zero point energy fluctuation3

~quantum melting!, a phase transition predicted long tim
ago by Wigner.4

On bulk liquid helium n is limited to a value
<2.23109 cm22 due to an electrohydrodynamic instabili
of the charged surface.1 At this density a Coulomb crysta
forms at a temperature below 1.05 K,2,5 while the Fermi
energy of the 2DES,TF5p\2n/kBm, wherem is the elec-
tron mass, is equal to 61 mK. Thus electrons on bulk heli
always form a classical system in contrast to 2DES in se
conductor inversion layers and quantum well structu
where they are always in a degenerate state.6 In order to
bridge the gap between these two different regimes, it
been suggested to use a thin helium film as a substrate fo
SSE’s, because a film is additionally stabilized by van
Waals forces.7 This has been demonstrated by Etzet al.8

who were able to charge helium films to electron densities
to .1011 cm22.
560163-1829/97/56~13!/8360~7!/$10.00
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At these densities, the initial film thickness is greatly r
duced and is essentially determined by the large electros
pressure8 n2e2/2e0 , e being the electron charge. Thus,
contrast to the pure conditions on bulk helium, SSE’s on
thin helium film are perturbed by the roughness of the u
derlying substrate and by the presence of surface impuri
which lead to a progressive disappearance of the signa
low-frequency conductivity measurements asn approaches
1011 cm22. To overcome such a limitation we have em
ployed a microwave cavity technique~resonance frequenc
f .10 GHz!. This is quite a sensitive technique because
probes the motion of the SSE’s over very small horizon
distances,'10 Å in our case~see Sec. III!, so reducing the
influence of surface defects on the electronic motion.

This paper is organized as follows. After a brief discu
sion of the theoretical phase diagram of SSE’s on a hel
film, we will describe our microwave cavity technique, fo
cusing particularly on the rather stringent specifications t
the support of the helium film, inserted along the cavity ax
has to satisfy. We then illustrate the formulas used in
data analysis, before presenting our experimental results
gether with a phenomenological model which explains the

II. THE SCREENED PHASE DIAGRAM

The phase diagram of a 2DES system onbulk liquid he-
lium was calculated within a mean-field approximation
Platzmann and Fukuyama.9 In the classical low-density and
high-temperature region, the shape of the gas-solid boun
line can be easily determined by a simple energetic ar
ment. It is convenient to introduce the plasma parame
G5^V&/^K&, where^V& and^K& are the mean potential an
mean kinetic energies per electron, respectively. Genera
large potential energy favors crystallization. For a 2DE
^V&5(e2/4pe0ēHe)Apn, whereēHe5(eHe11)/2, eHe being
8360 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 8361MICROWAVE STUDY OF SCREENED TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . .
the dielectric constant of liquid helium, while, in the classic
region,^K&5kBT. Thus the freezing boundary line satisfi
the simple relationkBTm5e2Apn/4pe0ēHeG, whereG'127
from experiments2,5 while the theoretical value10 based on
the Kosterlitz-Thouless melting criterion isG'125.

On athin helium filmthe interparticle interaction is modi
fied due to the screening of the electron-electron interac
by the substrate. For small interparticle distanc
(pn)21/2!d, where d is the helium film thickness, the
screening is negligible and one has a Coulombic poten
V(r );e2/4pe0ēHer . If instead the electrons are far apa
(pn)21/2@d, we have11 V(r );e2(12d)/4pe0ēHer
12de2d2/4pe0ēHer

3, with d5(esub21)/(esub11), esub
being the dielectric constant of the substrate underneath
helium film.

The major physical consequence of using the helium fi
on a dielectric substrate, the case of our experiment, is s
ply the renormalization of the electron charge and the shr
ing of the solid phase region with respect to the 2DES ph
diagram on bulk helium.11 The classical freezing line is
pushed to higher density and lower temperature, while
quantum~Wigner! melting is shifted to lowern andT. Such
a shrinking of the solid phase becomes more pronounce
substrates with largee. The theoretical expression for th
classical freezing line based on the Kosterlitz-Thouless m
ing criterion has been given by Saitoh as12

kBTm~d!5
e2Apn

4pe0ēHeG
F12

d

~114pndHe
2 /c2!3/2G , ~1!

wherec51.1061 anddHe is the helium film thickness. It may
be worthwile to point out that in a real experiment, in co
trast to the mentioned theoretical analyses,11,12 dHe is not a
completely independent parameter due to the thinning ef
of the helium film caused by the SSE’s electrostatic press
Actually, its relation to the uncharged film thicknessd0 is8

dHe~n!5
d0

~11n2e2/2e0rHegH!1/3, ~2!

with rHe5145 kg/m3 the density of liquid helium,g the ac-
celeration of gravity, andH the height of the substrate wit
respect to the liquid helium surface. As an example,
n5531010 cm22, d'96 Å whend05200 Å andd'99 Å
whend05400 Å.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In our experiment we have used a cylindrical microwa
cavity, 19.5 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length, which w
excited in the fundamental TM010 mode. When the Si platele
was inserted along the axis of the cavity~see Fig. 1! the
resonance frequency wasf 0'10 GHz. The resonator wa
mounted in a microwave transmission circuit. The outp
power of theX-band generator HP 8206 was attenuated b
variable cursor attenuator before being fed into the ca
~typical attenuation '240 dB! via a special low-
temperature, low-loss microwave coaxial cable. The tra
mitted power through the cavity was amplified by a pair
high-stability, low-noiseX-band MITEQ amplifiers~total
gain of 36 dB!. A feedback circuit kept the microwave gen
erator phase locked to the cavity resonance and both r
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nance frequency and transmitted power through the ca
were measured and stored in a personal computer. This
resents an important experimental improvement over pr
ous studies, where the microwave absorption of the 2D
was monitored at a constant frequency.13,14

The resonator was weakly coupled and the geometry
thus free from coupling effects through temperature va
tion. The input microwave power amounted to less than 5
nW, including the attenuation due to the coupling, and
low-temperature quality factor with no electrons w
Q0.3000. This gives a maximum value for the microwa
electric field amplitudeE0.20 V/m.15 Thus the maximum
electron displacement induced byE0 can be estimated by th
relationx05eE0 /(mev

2)'10 Å.
A rectangular ('3038 mm), p-doped silicon platelet

served as a mechanical support for the helium film and w
placed along the axis of the cavity, parallel to the microwa
electric field of the TM010 mode. Although the doping of ou
silicon was low ~typical resistivity at room temperatur
r'20 V cm! and the platelet thus was highly resistive
low temperatures, it was still conductive enough to serve
the same time as a lower electrode to hold the electrons
the film ~in some cases, we had to increase its conductiv
by electron-hole pairs generated by illumination with an o
tical fiber!. A clamping voltageU was applied between th
platelet and the resonator housing, the latter being ele
cally connected to ground.

The cavity was inserted in a closed copper cell immer
in the liquid helium of a glass Dewar. Before the measu
ments high-purity helium gas was condensed into t
sample cell at 1.2 K. The level of liquid helium inside th
cavity was precisely adjusted below the top face of
Si platelet, using the frequency shift of the cavity itse
as a level meter; the frequency change due to the comp
filling of the cavity by liquid helium amounted to
'120 MHz. By adjusting the heightH between the substrat
and the liquid helium level it was possible to vary th
thickness of the uncharged helium filmd0 in a wide
range ('300– 900 Å). Its indicative value was simply de
termined by the nonretarded16 Frenkel-Halsey-Hill relation
d05(a/rHegH)1/3, wherea is the van der Waals constant o
the outer surface layer. For the PMMA@poly~methyl-
methacrylate!# layer, which will be discussed below, we hav
used the value appropriate for glass,17 a'26 K layers3. We

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the microwave cavity used in
experiment. The blow up shows the typical layered structure of
SSE support.
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8362 56G. MISTURA, T. GÜNZLER, S. NESER, AND P. LEIDERER
estimate that the uncertainty on our determination ofd0

amounts to about 20%.
For a successful experiment, the quality of the outer s

face of the substrate is of paramount importance, particul
for very small d0 and/or large electron densitie
(>231010 cm22). If the surface is not very smooth, ele
trons can easily tunnel through the helium film at so
rough spots where the equilibrium film thickness of the h
lium film dHe, is substantially reduced. In the case of a co
ducting substrate, this causes a continuous loss of elect
which may severely limit the maximum achievable sta
density of the 2DES.8 To reduce this problem, an insulatin
surface can be used: its rough spots are charged by the
electrons which tunnel through the helium film and this
fectively prevents further electrons from tunneling.

We have thus decided to use as a substrate for the he
film a Si platelet covered with an insulating polymer layer
thicknessdins with dielectric constante ins. For the choice of
such a polymer, many different factors have to be cons
ered. First of all, it must not alter the physical propert
~mainly the microwave absorption and the dc conductivi!
of the underlying Si platelet, and it must be mechanica
stable to sustain the severe mechanical stresses which o
during a cool down. Furthermore, to avoid using very lar
clamping voltages,13,18 its thicknessdins has to be relatively
thin (dins'200– 500 nm) and, in order to guarantee a u
form U ~e.g., uniformn!, dins must be as uniform as pos
sible. Finally, its outer surface must be very smooth so a
reduce the number of the various rough spots which may
as strong scattering centers for the 2DES in particular w
electrons are attracted and stuck to them.

During the course of this experiment we have tried va
ous insulating polymers with different results. In the beg
ning we tightly wrapped a Mylar foil~dins55210 mm,
e ins53.7! around the Si platelet. Although the preparati
was relatively simple, it was very difficult to get reprodu
ible results. The main problem was due to the static charg
of the foil induced during its handling. Furthermore,U was
not very well defined because of the inevitable wrinkles
the foil when it was cooled down. To avoid such a proble
we used a perflourinated-poly-ether-oil~PFPE!, a highly vis-
cous polymer oil with a very low permittivity,e ins51.76.
We had to manually spread it over the Si platelet by me
of a sharp glass edge because there is no known solven
this oil. The resulting layer was fairly homogeneous,
though this ‘‘mechanical deposition’’ only allowed to mak
relatively thick layers (dins>3 mm). We then used PMMA
(e ins52.2) spin coated over a large round piece of Si, wh
central part, opportunely cut, was subsequently used as
helium film support inside the cavity. The spin coating gu
anteed a thin (dins:502300 nm), homogeneous, smooth a
easily controllable insulating layer. In some experiments,
also used Si platelets covered by the more common SiO2. In
this paper, however, we only present data which were ta
on PFPE and on PMMA layers, while the data on SiO2 will
be published elsewhere.3,19

The helium film was charged by firing a small filame
mounted at the top of the cavity every'3 sec and increasing
at the same time the clamping voltage gradually step by
in order to guarantee a saturated charging of the film. T
method ensures that the energy of the electrons is alw
r-
ly
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lower than is needed to penetrate the helium. At each s
the electron densityn was determined by

n5
e0e inseHe

e~eHedins1e insdHe!
U, ~3!

wheredHe is the equilibrium thickness of the charged heliu
film calculated in a self-consistent way via Eq.~2!. It is evi-
dent that on an insulating layer with largee ins and smalldins
high electron densities can be reached at moderate clam
voltages. On the other hand, a largee ins means a stronge
image field for the SSE’s and therefore a smaller equilibri
vertical distance from the substrate.20 Thus on a highly po-
larizable substrate, the SSE’s are more influenced by
roughness and other defects of the surface.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the absorptiona and the susceptiblityx of
SSE’s on a helium film'300 Å thick, covering a PFPE oi
'3,5 mm thick, as functions of the electron densityn ~the
density values have an uncertainty of about 25%, mainly
to the uncertainty in the determination of the PFPE thic
ness!. The dimensionless relative absorptiona was calcu-
lated using

a5
1

Q0
SAP0

P
21D , ~4!

whereP andP0 are the transmitted microwave powers wi
and without electrons, respectively, while the effective s

FIG. 2. Relative absorptiona and susceptibilityx of the SSE’s
on a helium film adsorbed on PFPE oil in terms of electron den
n and clamping voltageU at constant temperature (T51.28 K).
Initial helium film thickness is 300 Å.
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56 8363MICROWAVE STUDY OF SCREENED TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . .
ceptibility x of the SSE’s was determined from the resonan
frequencyf during charging with respect to the bare res
nance frequencyf 0 via

x5
c2kres

2

~2p!2 S 1

f 2 2
1

f 0
2D , ~5!

wherec is the speed of light andkres52.405/a, a being the
cavity radius, is the fundamental wave number of the re
nator. The quantitiesa and x can be regarded as relativ
measures for the imaginary and real components of the
electric function e(v,k) of the two-dimensional electron
plasma at fixedv andk. ~The value of the wave vectork is
related to the dimensions of the boundaries of the plasma
longitudinal plasma excitation the length of the cavity,
mm, and for transversal excitation the width of the plate
'8 mm!.

On charging the film the absorption rises almost linea
with increasing electron density~Fig. 2!. The susceptibility is
also linear and has a negative value which by compari
with Eq. ~5! means that the charging has led to an increas
the cavity resonance. This is the familiar behavior of fr
noninteracting electrons obeying the Drude model wh
both the absorbed power and susceptibility are simply lin
in n. Generally, the sign of the susceptibility indicat
whether the SSE response is in phase~plus! or out of phase
~minus! with the driving force. In the low-density region o
Fig. 2 we can therefore identify our SSE system as an
proximation of an infinitely extended sheet of free electro
with a characteristic frequency tending to zero. Applying t
Drude theory to this initial part we can derive a value for t
SSE mean momentum relaxation timet'2.523310211 s
using t52A(x/2p f a), where A'1.25 is a geometrica
factor.15 This value for t is only about '2.523 times
smaller than the value on bulk helium calculated at the sa
temperature.21 Thus, the surface roughness of these low p
larizable polymer substrates does not seem to affect
much the mobility of the SSE’s. On the other hand, hig
frequency measurements carried out at 9.4 GHz by
Kharkov group13 on helium films wetting a pyroceramic sub
strate show an exponential decrease in the mobility b
factor '60 asd0 decreases from 80 to 25 nm. In contra
Jiang, Stan, and Dahm22 have measured low-frequency m
bility values on helium films covering a smooth glass surfa
which are smaller than theoretical calculations for bulk h
lium only by a factor'5 even on films as thin as 22 nm
Other published results1,23,24 taken on different substrate
wetted by helium films of comparable thickness and at si
lar temperatures indicate a very broad range of mobility v
ues. In other words, the quality of the surface is of pa
mount importance to achieve high SSE mobility on films

As n increases, the SSE’s remain in a fluid phase cha
terized by an increasing electronic correlation.
n.3.53109 cm22, there is a pronounced kink in botha and
x which signals a change in the SSE mobility. We ident
this kink as the onset of Wigner crystallization. More pr
cisely, the change in the electron absorption at solidificat
is due to the pinning of the 2DES crystal to some surfa
defects. In reality, as the 2DES experiences a strong ran
potential due to surface roughness and pinned electrons,
more likely that the 2DES freezes in many small crystalli
e
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instead of in one large single crystal~see below!. Some small
crystallites can still move and absorb microwave ener
which explains why we only observed a kink and not a sh
jump down toa50 at solidification. Similar results hav
been found in earlier low-frequency conductivity measu
ments of 2DES on solid Ne,24 on solid H2,

18 and on helium
films,25 while previous microwave absorption studies ha
not detected such a transition probably becausen was too
low13 or because the surface quality of the polymer foil w
not very good.14

Figure 3 shows three charging runs at two different te
peratures and on helium films of two different initial thick
nesses covering a PMMA layer approximately 25 nm thi
The shape of the curves, an initial linear region followed
a kink and a less steep line, is similar to that displayed in F
2. In the low-density region, the curves A and B, measure
the same temperatureT51.16 K, overlap, which means tha
within the experimental resolution their relaxation time is t
same,t.9.4310211 s. This value is very close to the theo
retical value of.11310211 s calculated for bulk helium and
a clamping fieldE'5130 kV/m, corresponding to a typica
electron density of 1.53109 cm22. In other words, the
PMMA substrate is sufficiently smooth and low polarizab
that already on a helium film ofdHe>25 nm the SSE high-
frequency mobility is practically the same as on bulk heliu
Run C, taken at 1.5 K, has instead a relaxation ti
t.2.6310211 s, similar to the above mentioned value me
sured on PFPE oil at 1.28 K, suggesting that the PMM
substrate is probably smoother than the PFPE oil of Fig
This comes to no surprise given the difficulty at spread
this oil onto the silicon platelet.

FIG. 3. Relative absorptiona and susceptibilityx of the SSE’s
at two different temperatures and on two helium films of differe
initial thickness covering a PMMA layer versus electron densityn.
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An equally interesting feature of Fig. 3 concerns the
cation nM of the kinks, which is a function of temperatur
and/or helium film thickness. More precisely, asdHe in-
creases the kink moves to lower electron densities. This
viously excludes that the kink is due to localization of sing
electrons induced by surface defects. If this were the case
a thick film the influence of the substrate roughness would
significantly reduced13 and this would imply that a large
fraction of electrons could move and absorb microwave
diation. In other words, we would expect an increase ina at
largerdHe rather than the decrease observed in Fig. 3.

A consistent explanation of our observations is based
the screening of the direct Coulomb interaction caused by
presence of a dielectric surface. As Eq.~1! shows, the ex-
pected melting temperature of a 2DES crystal is an incre
ing function of dHe. This is more clearly seen in Fig. 4
where the locationnM of the kinks is plotted versus the equ
librium thickness of the charged helium film at a consta
temperatureT51.16 K. For comparison we show in Fig.
also the prediction according to Saitoh’s theory~1!, calcu-
lated withG5124 ~solid line!. The agreement with our dat
is quite satisfactory. We should mention here that we h
also made a comparison based on an interpolation form
by Peeters and Platzman,11 and found a discrepancy of abo
20%, which, however, can be attributed to an error in Ref.
as pointed out by Saitoh.12

Figure 4 also shows a point representative of our res
on SiO2 ~c.f. Ref. 3!. This time the agreement with Saitoh
prediction of a melting densitynM'73109 cm22 for
G5127 is very poor. One possible explanation of such
large discrepancy is that at the melting densities observe
SiO2 quantum corrections to Eq.~1! start to become impor
tant. Actually, the experimental point for SiO2 in Fig. 4 cor-
responds to a Fermi temperatureTF'0.3 K.

We have also measured the dependence of the me
density with temperature in the range 1.15–1.6 K and on
charged helium film thicknesses of'300 and '500 Å.
These results are presented in Fig. 5 together with the

FIG. 4. Melting densitynM of the SSE crystal on charged he
lium films of different thickness. The uncertainty in the absolu
value of the electron density is about 15%. For further informat
see text.
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dictions of Saitoh’s formula forD5300 Å andD5500 Å.
The two lines represent the fit of the data points to Eq.~1!
using G as a free parameter. In this way we can get a n
independent estimate ofG. We find that the best fit to the
data, see Fig. 5, is achieved withG5117615, quite close to
that determined from Fig. 4 and to the value of 127 found
2DES on bulk helium.2,5 Melting transition data taken by
Jiang, Stan, and Dahm22 on helium films wetting a smooth
glass surface and reanalyzed by Saitoh12 also show good
agreement with Eq.~1!.

In our measurements we could identify the solidificati
point of the SSE’s as a kink in the charging curves ofx and
a. However, as is shown in Fig. 6, in some runs on fres
prepared PMMA we observed a pronounced resonance s
ture in a(n) and x(n), reminiscent of a plasma resonanc
with its peak very close to the point where we expected
kink. Those resonance structures did appear only in the
few charging runs of two series of measurements taken
two fresh PMMA layers. During subsequent charging ru
the curvesa(n) andx(n) continuously changed their shap
finally arriving at that characteristic of Figs. 2 and 3. At th
point, the data became reproducible from run to run.
though we have not yet found out how this resonance can
systematically reproduced, its characteristic shape can
well explained in terms of collective excitations of the SSE
and we attribute its occurrence to particular clean prepara
conditions of the PMMA surface in these runs. As we
ready mentioned, firing the filament causes charging of so
rough spots on the PMMA surface by electrons which ha
tunnelled through the helium film. These charged spots ac
new scattering centers which destroy the plasma reson
over the platelet. On the other hand, they prevent furt
leaking of electrons through the film and this may be t
reason why the final structure of Figs. 2 and 3 is rather w
reproducible from run to run.

n

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the melting densitynM of
the SSE crystal. For further information see text.
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Our interpretation of this observation is as follows. In t
dispersion relation of longitudinal excitations of the tw
dimensional electron plasmav(kl) the freezing is character
ized by an energy gap which opens atkl50. On bulk helium
this is due to the phonon-ripplon coupling owing to the p
riodicity of the crystal,1,2 whereas on a thin helium film suc
a coupling is less effective due to the presence of rand
pinning centers. In this disordered case an energy gap
exists due to the sum of restoring forces exerted on the
mains which grow with the density of electrons and with t
number of pinning sites.26 ~Without an energy gap the freez
ing of a two-dimensional electron plasma would be har
observable in a longitudinal excitation experiment since
solidification does not affect the longitudinal eigenfr
quency.! At the sharp resonance point of Fig. 6 the operat
frequencyv.6.331010 s21 and the longitudinal wavevecto
kl5157 m21, given by the cavity length 20 mm, have m
the dispersion relation of the plasma. Since at this den

FIG. 6. Plasma resonance observed atT51.16 K on a helium
film ~initial thickness'340 Å! covering a freshly prepared PMMA
layer. For further information see text.
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(n.43109 cm22) the longitudinal plasma resonance of th
free SSE’s,f P

2 5ne2k/2pm,27 is around 0.5 GHz, it follows
that the effect comes from the energy gap which has ope
due to solidification. We do not know whether this ener
gap is due to the optical phonon-ripplon coupled mode
more likely, to local vibration-modes of pinned domains, b
since the resonance is so sharp it represents in any cas
‘‘cleanest’’ state of this system. The continuous evoluti
from a resonance to a kink in subsequent charging cur
shows that the shape shown in Figs. 2 and 3 represen
disordered state. Their characteristic feature, the kink a
residue from a sharp resonance, reflects the broad distr
tion of possible collective excitations in the system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The dielectric response of a 2DES on helium films a
sorbed on polymer substrates has been measured by m
of a 10 GHz microwave cavity. The simultaneous measu
ment of the real and imaginary parts ofe(k,v) allows for a
straightforward determination of the freezing transition
the SSE’s. The effect of the screening of the interparti
Coulomb interaction caused by the presence of the dielec
substrate on such a 2DES transition has been studied a
ferent temperatures and various helium film thickness
Quite satisfactory quantitative agreement has been found
tween our data on PMMA and Saitoh’s formula based on
Kosterlitz-Thouless melting criterion.

The low polarizability and simplicity in the preparation o
a PMMA layer with a smooth surface and a thickness wh
is possible to tune in a relatively ample range make t
polymer an ideal substrate for the investigation of charg
helium films. However, its low permittivity reduces th
shrinking of the 2DES crystal phase caused by subst
screening. As a consequence, on PMMA we have not s
any indication of a quantum melting of the crystal up to t
maximum densities achieved in our measureme
n<231011 cm22. From this point of view, the use of a mor
polarizable insulating layer such as SiO2 is preferable, al-
though its preparation is much more delicate and the effe
of surface defects and charge localization are more impor
and pronounced than on PMMA.
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